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The rotation of a spin subject to an on-resonance soft pulse and
simultaneously to a soft pulse at a nearby frequency may strongly
deviate from the desired rotation expected for a single on-reso-
nance pulse. The deviation is the result of transient frequency
shifts of the spin caused by the off-resonance irradiation. We show
that the resulting error can be corrected by shifting the frequency
of the on-resonance pulse in such a way that it tracks the shift of
the spin frequency. Experimentally, the effectiveness of this simple
and intuitive method is demonstrated for simultaneous inversions
at nearby frequencies in the case of both coupled and uncoupled
spins. Simulations predict that the correction technique is effective
for arbitrary pulse shapes and tip angles and is particularly useful
when the frequency window of the shaped pulse is two to eight
times the frequency separation between the chemical shifts of the
two spins. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: simultaneous soft pulses; shaped pulses; Bloch–
iegert shift; Berry’s phase.

Many high-resolution NMR experiments (1), including
NMR quantum computing experiments (2, 3), would benefi
rom the use of two or more simultaneous soft radiofrequ
ulses. Soft pulses are designed to excite or invert spins o

imited frequency region, while minimizingx andy rotations
for spins outside this region (1). However, soft pulses do cau
z-rotations well outside the frequency window (4). This z-
rotation is the result of a shiftDVBS in the spin precessio
frequency during irradiation at a nearby frequency. This e
has become known as a transient (generalized) Bloch–S
shift (4–6); at a deeper level, the acquired phase ca
understood as an instance of Berry’s phase (7, 8). The magni
ude ofDVBS is approximatelyv1

2/2V (for v1 ! V), wherev1

is the RF field strength andV is the frequency separati
between the Larmour frequency of the spin in the absen
RF fields and the frequency of the RF field. The freque
shifts can easily reach several hundred hertz and the dire
of the shift is always away from the frequency of the RF fi

Thus, when spin-selective pulses are applied simultane
to two spinsa and b with resonance frequenciesv a and v b

(v a , v b), the pulse atv a temporarily shifts the frequency
spin b to v b 1 DVBS. As a result, the pulse on spinb, which

is still applied atv b, will be off-resonance by an amount
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2DVBS. Analogously, the pulse atv a is now off thea-reso-
nance byDVBS. The resulting rotations of the spins devi
significantly from the desired rotations. Figure 1 shows
simulated inversion profiles for a spin subject to two simu
neous Hermite 180° pulses (9) separated by 3273 Hz. T
centers of the inversion profiles have shifted in frequency
the inversion is incomplete, which can be seen most cl
from the substantial residualxy-magnetization (.30%) ove
he whole region intended to be inverted. Note that since
requencies of the applied pulses are off the spin reson
requencies, perfect rotations cannot be achieved regardl
he tip angle settings.

Previous work (10) addressing this problem suggested
se of additional soft pulses to cancel out the frequency s
f the spins. However, the extra pulses may have unde
ffects on other spins in the spectrum. Another approach11)

is to time-reverse one of the two pulses, but this techniq
not applicable for time-symmetric pulses and furthermore
time-reversal introduces a frequency-dependent phase s
the corresponding spin. A last method involves the brute-f
optimization of the pulse shapes for simultaneous pulses12).
While this method yields pulse shapes capable of pro
rotating spins close in frequency, it is mostly used in ima
experiments and has not found the same degree of appli
in the NMR community, which has continued to use stan
pulse shapes. In practice, closely spaced simultaneou
pulses have usually been avoided in NMR (13) or the poo
quality of the spin rotations was accepted.

In this paper, we present an effective, intuitive, albeit sim
alternative to the brute force optimization schemes. We s
that the rotations of the spins can be significantly impro
simply by shifting the carrier frequencies along with the sh
of the corresponding spin frequencies, such that at any
time, the pulses are applied on-resonance with the corres
ing spin. Note that the magnitude of the frequency shi
generally not constant over the duration of the pulses so th
frequency must vary accordingly. Yet, the calculation of
frequency shift throughout a soft pulse is straightforward
can be understood as follows. A shaped pulse is modeled

in fact also implemented) as a sequences of time slices. The RF
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370 COMMUNICATIONS
field has a constant amplitude and phase within each slik,
nd the Hamiltonian governing the spin dynamics is thus
onstant. The evolution of spina during asingleslice k of a
haped pulse at frequencyv b can then be described by the 23

2 unitary operator

U k
a 5 e2iH RF,k

a Dtk, [1]

whereDt k is the length of the slice, and the Hamiltonian in
otating frame of spina is

H RF,k
a 5 v 1,k

b @X cos~f k
b! 1 Y sin~f k

b!#, [2]

herev 1,k
b is the RF field strength andf k

b is the sum of two
terms: one is the phase appropriate to the pulse shape (u
0° or 180°), and the other is a term linearly varying with t
at a ratev b 2 v a divided by the pulse length (in the frame
spin a, the pulse atv b rotates atv b 2 v a). X andY are the

ngular momentum operators along thex andy axes, respec
tively. The total unitary operator for slices 1 throughk is then

U T,k
a 5 P

i51

k

U i
a. [3]

The z-rotation acquired by spina during the firstk slices is
given by

f BS,k
a 5 arg@U T,k

a ~1, 1!# 2 arg@U T,k
a ~2, 2!#, [4]

a

FIG. 1. Simulation of the amplitude of thez and xy component of th
agnetization of a spin as a function of its frequency. The spin starts out
z and is subject to two simultaneous Hermitian-shaped pulses with c

requencies at 0 and 3273 Hz (vertical dashed lines), with a calibrated
ength of 2650ms (ideally 180°).
where (1, 1) and (2, 2) denote matrix elements ofUT,k. Since
o

ally

HRF,k
a is written in the rotating frame of spina, fBS

a is cause
purely by the RF irradiation. By definition, thez-rotation at the
start of the first slice isfBS,0

a 5 0.
Now, for shortDt k the frequency shift of spina during slice
of the pulse atv b is well approximated by

DV BS,k
a <

f BS,k
a 2 f BS,k21

a

Dtk
. [5]

It can be seen that when a second pulse is applied sim
neously, with a carrier frequencyv a, the frequency of thi
pulse can be made to track the frequency shift of spa
slice-by-slice, simply by addingfBS,k

a to f k
a for each slicek

(assuming for now that both pulses have the same duratio
number of slices). The frequency shift of spinb during a puls
at v a can be calculated the same way and similarly,fBS,k

b must
e added tof k

b.
Figure 2 shows the simulated inversion profiles for the s

conditions as in Fig. 1, but this time using the frequency
corrected scheme. The inversion profiles are almost pe
there is very little ('8%) leftoverxy magnetization.

We simulated the inversion profiles for a variety of pu
idths and frequency separations, for hermite (9), gaussia

14) and REBURP (15) pulses. In all cases the improveme
re impressive. Figures 3 and 4 show the inversion profile
EBURP pulses without and with the correction scheme
pectively; the correction scheme reduced the residualxy mag-
etization from over 55% to less than 15%. The fact that

he delicate BURP class of pulses responds so well to
orrection scheme illustrates the versatility and robustne
he technique.

Figure 5 shows the rotation angle (ideally 180°) of the s
s a function of the difference betweenv a and v b for two

simultaneous Hermite pulses of a fixed pulse width, with
without the correction technique. Figure 6 is similar but in

ng
ier
lse
FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 butwith the frequency shift correction.
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371COMMUNICATIONS
case simultaneous REBURP pulses were used. In both
the inversion bandwidthDv/2p is '1500 Hz (width of the

rofile at half height), as can be seen from Figs. 2 and 4
he uncorrected Hermite pulses, the rotation angle err
elow 5° only whenv b 2 v a . 2p 12,000 Hz5 8Dv. With

the correction, this condition is relaxed tov b 2 v a . 2p 3200
Hz ' 2Dv. Similarly, for the REBURP pulses, the range wh
the rotation error is,5° is extended fromv b 2 v a . 2p
15,000 Hz5 10Dv to v b 2 v a . 2p 4500 Hz5 3Dv. In
both cases, the rotation error is reduced by on average a
of 8 over the range of 2Dv , v b 2 v a , 8Dv, with a
maximum reduction in the rotation angle error of more th
factor of 15.

We have experimentally confirmed the improvements
dicted by the simulations, using a (50/50)% mixture of
rafluoro-para-benzoquinone and tetrafluoro-teraphtalic
The 19F spectrum consists of two singlets spaced by 6.96

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1, i.e., no correction, but for 3800ms REBURP
pulses.
FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 butwith the frequency shift correction.
es,
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corresponding to 3273 Hz at the 11.7 T field used in
experiments. Simultaneous 2650ms (180°) Hermitian shape
pulses with 256 slices were created using only one chann
a Varian Unity Inova spectrometer equipped with wavef
generators. The frequency was set on the resonance o
spin, while the other spin was addressed using phase-ram
techniques (16). Figure 7 illustrates the experimental impro
ments that can be achieved by shifting the carrier freque
throughout the pulse duration.Withoutthe correction, the lef

ver xy magnetization is about 30% of full strength.With the
orrection, the inversion is almost complete, with very littlexy
agnetization left. The results are in excellent qualitative
uantitative agreement with the simulations of Figs. 1 an
So far, all the results have considered spins initially a
z. In order to apply the same rotation on an arbitrary in

FIG. 5. Simulation of the rotation angle of a spin at 0 Hz after simu
neous Hermite pulses are applied atv a/ 2p 5 0 Hz and atv b/ 2p Hz, as a
function ofv b. The initial state of the spin was alongz and for the calibrate
2650ms pulse length; the rotation angle should ideally be 180°.
FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for simultaneous REBURP pulses (3800ms).
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372 COMMUNICATIONS
state, it is sufficient for the pulses to be time symmetric in
respective spin frames (17). Even though the pulse shapes
hose are universal (i.e., insensitive to the input state), it
ppear that the time symmetry is lost by shifting the ca

requency. However, the fact that this is not the case is a s
oint, which is clearly seen in the shifting spin frame

ollows: when two pulses are close in frequency, the puls
v b will shift the resonance frequencyof spina and vice versa

ince the spin frame is now shifting, a pulse at a fixed ca
requency will not appear time-symmetric as seen by the
owever, the asymmetries disappear and the pulse reta
riginal symmetry in the spin frame when the shift in re
ance frequency is tracked and the pulse frequency ad
ccordingly.
Another way to analyze the universality of a rotation is

alculate the unitary matrix which contains all informat
bout the rotation. Theideal unitary matrix for a 180° puls
bout thex axis on any input state is given by

U ideal 5 S 0 2i
2i 0 D . [6]

The unitary matrix resulting from applying the pulses with
any correction scheme (for the parameters of Fig. 1) is

Uuncorrected5 S0.01192 0.1353i 20.9907i
20.9907i 0.01192 0.1353iD .

[7]

The unitary matrix obtained using the correction scheme

FIG. 7. The figure shows four pairs of experimentally measured sp
(absolute value); for each pair, the spectrum of spina is on the left and th
pectrum of spinb is on the right. The first pair was taken after a 90° Herm
ulse ona, and the second pair was taken after a Hermitian 180° pulsea.
hese serve as reference spectra. The third pair was taken after simul
ermitian 180° pulses on the two spinswithoutthe correction scheme. The l
air is the same butwith the correction scheme. The experimental param
re the same as those used in the simulations of Figs. 1 and 2.
the parameters of Fig. 2) is given by
e

ay
r
tle
s
at

er
in.
its

-
ted

t

r

Ucorrected5 S0.02712 0.0045i 20.9996i
20.9996i 0.02712 0.0045iD .

[8]

Clearly, the unitary matrix obtained using the correc
scheme approximates the ideal one much more closely th
uncorrected unitary operator. This means that the prop
correction scheme improves the rotations for any input s

As an illustration, Figs. 8 and 9 show the excitation pro
of a spin initially along2x followed by a 180° pulse aboutx

ithout and with the correction scheme. Ideally,Mxy should be
1 at v a andv b while Mz should be zero. We further verifie
using similar plots, that indeed any state initially in thexy

lane subject to the 180° rotation (i.e.,U corrected from Eq. [8])
reaches the desired final state.

Note that in practice the frequency synthesizer outpu
fixed carrier frequency. The frequency of the pulse is shifte

ra

ous

rs
FIG. 8. Simulated excitation profile after a 90° pulse about2y is applied

followed by a 180° pulse aboutx, without using the correction scheme.
FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8 butwith the frequency shift correction.
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373COMMUNICATIONS
modulating the phase of the carrier frequency. As a co
quence, at the end of the pulse the spin frame and
reference frame of the carrier are rotated out of phase
respect to each other. In order to align the spin and refere
frames, az-rotation needs to be applied. This can be done e
by adjusting the phases of all subsequent pulses on that sp
extra effort is required to calculate the amount ofz-rotation as it is
simply given by Eq. [4] at the last slice, a calculation alre
performed when determining the frequency correction.

One might expect that coupling between the two s
involved would undermine the above technique (11), becaus
the dynamics is now governed by a 43 4 unitary matrix rathe
han by a 23 2 unitary matrix. However, we demonstra
xperimentally that this is not the case, at least not whenJ !

v b 2 v a. Figure 10shows a series of spectra analogous to
of Fig. 7 but this time the Hermite pulses were applied
coupled multiplets. Despite the fact that the coupling betwee
spins was ignored, a more than threefold reduction in the lef
xy magnetization is achieved using the correction scheme.

We verified by simulations that the same tools can be
to correct the frequency offsets caused by three or more s
taneous soft pulses at nearby frequencies. Similarly, the
nique applies equally well to pulses for arbitrary tip ang
Furthermore, we made some minor extensions to the pro
presented above for calculating the phase correctionsfBS,k, to

ccommodate simultaneous pulses of different lengths. Fi
e tried to improve the inversion profiles even more usin

terative procedure. The idea is that the corrected pulse
hifted in frequency compared to the original pulses; henc
ould take those improved pulses as the input of a se
teration of the correction scheme and iterate until the co
ions converge. However, we found that little, if anything
ained by such a procedure, in part because the resul
lready very good after the first iteration. Nonetheless, a s

ncrease in the amplitude of the pulses does make the ro
atrix more accurate (this was not done in the simulations

pectra shown above), especially whenv b 2 v a approache
he bandwidthDv of the pulse. Using the same settings a
Fig. 2, Fig. 11 shows theMz magnetization component af

FIG. 10. A series of spectra analogous to that of Fig. 7 is sho
ermitian-shaped pulses (1800ms) were applied simultaneously to two m
tiplets 5389 Hz apart. TheJ-coupling between the two spins was 80 Hz.
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the p pulse with and without the correction scheme a
function of tip angle. It can be clearly seen that slig
increasing the tip angle (about 2% in this case) even fu
improves the rotations. Increasing the tip angle without
correction scheme results in little gain for a wide rang
settings. As the frequency separation decreases, larg
creases in tip angle are needed for theMz magnetization to b
nearly21. Further improvements beyond the frequency
correction are thus clearly possible.

In summary, when several pulses are applied simultane
at nearby frequencies, the rotations of the spins can be ma
much as 15 times more accurate by ensuring that the c
frequencies track the frequencies of the corresponding sp
they shift during the pulse execution. Computing the p
corrections for each slice is straightforward; no optimizatio
iteration is involved. This technique provides intuitive insi
into the spin dynamics during the application of simultane
pulses. Furthermore, it is an effective and fast alternative t
existing pulse optimization schemes, and could be easil
corporated into pulse shape design software.
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